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	Android is one of the major players in the mobile phone market, and its market share is

	continuously growing. Android is the first complete, open, and free mobile platform, and it offers

	endless opportunities for mobile application developers. As with all other platforms, having a

	robust and flexible development environment is the key for the platform's success.





	Eclipse is the most adopted integrated development environment (IDE) for Java

	programmers. And now Eclipse is the preferred IDE for Android app developers.





	Android Apps with Eclipse provides a detailed overview of Eclipse, including the steps

	and illustrations to help Android developers quickly get up to speed on Eclipse and to streamline

	their day-to-day software development.

	Eclipse is the most adopted integrated development environment (IDE) for Java programmers. And, now, Eclipse seems to be the preferred IDE for Android apps developers.

	

	Android Apps with Eclipse provides a detailed overview of Eclipse, including steps and the screenshots to help Android developers to quickly get up to speed on Eclipse and to streamline their day-to-day software development. This book includes the following:

	
		Overview of Eclipse fundamentals for both Java and C/C++ Development.
	
		Using Eclipse Android Development Toolkit (ADT) to develop, debug, and troubleshoot Android applications.
	
		Using Eclipse C/C++ Development Toolkit (CDT) in conjunction with Android Native Development Kit (NDK) to integrate, develop and troubleshoot native Android components through Eclipse.



	What you’ll learn

	
		How to use the most popular Java IDE for Android apps development
	
		How to install and configure Eclipse for Android development
	
		How to build an Android media player app using the Eclipse IDE
	
		How to leverage Eclipse with the Android Native Development Kit for C/C++ needs
	
		How to leverage Eclipse for scripting using Android's SL4A (Scripting Layer for Android)
	
		How to do continuous integration in Eclipse, including source code controls, scripting builds with Ant and more



	Who this book is for


	This book is for both beginner and intermediate developers who would like to quickly come up to speed on Android development using the Eclipse IDE.
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Protecting Victims of Human Trafficking From Liability: The European Approach (Palgrave Studies in Victims and Victimology)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This books demonstrates the difficulty of protecting victims of human trafficking from being held liable for crimes they were compelled to commit in the course, or as a consequence, of being trafficked, under current European law. The legislation remains vague and potentially inadequate to recognise victimhood, safeguard the human...
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Hematology: Basic Principles and PracticeElsevier Limited, 2004
The fourth edition of this leading text reflects the new direction and growth of the field of hematology as an academic and clinical discipline.  Edited and written by practitioners who are the leaders of the field, the book covers both the basic scientific foundations of hematology and its clinical aspects.  It provides practitioners with the most...
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BusinessObjects: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Improve profitability and operations in your company by leveraging  BusinessObjects with help from this comprehensive guidebook. Divided into three  digestible sections, Business Objects: The Complete Reference will help  you get fully acquainted with this sophisticated tool set, design and build a  user-friendly interface, then reap...
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Real-Time Embedded Multithreading Using ThreadX, Second EditionNewnes, 2009
Get up to speed with the ThreadX 5 real time operating system - deployed in over 500 million devices worldwide!     

       This second edition of Real-Time Embedded Multithreading contains the fundamentals of developing real-time operating systems and multithreading with all the new functionality of ThreadX Version 5. ThreadX has been...
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The Role of the Chemist in Automotive DesignCRC Press, 2009
Today’s engineering applications require material knowledge above and beyond that of most mechanical engineers. Polymers are being increasingly used to help make vehicles lighter, more cost effective, and more environmentally friendly. New technologies such as engineering polymers, polymer films in fuel cells, microcellular foams, and...
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Cases on Distance Delivery and Learning Outcomes: Emerging Trends and Programs (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
The field of distance education is constantly changing with updated advancements in technology and new practices developed by practitioners worldwide. Cases on Distance Delivery and Learning Outcomes: Emerging Trends and Programs explores promising developments and techniques in the field of online learning, offering innovative solutions...
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